My focus for my drawing portfolio was plants. This is one 16x20 piece made with ink.

Image of grapes drawn with colored pencils.
Mixed media piece on wood made with layering paint, pen, water, and paper

Flowers drawn with Prisma colored pencils and pen
This was called the modular project, I made one module and created 20 other duplicates to construct this sculpture.

We were instructed to make an object out of wire. I created the body of the scissors (all the black wire) out of one continuous strand of wire, never cutting it until the very end.
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CHAPTER 4: SPACES THAT ENLIGHTEN

1. Mulan Primary School
   "We were impacting the people of China in a really basic way."
   Celebrates the local
   Each classroom has its own identity

2. Arcus Center
   For the LGBTQ+ community
   Designed to publicly & proudly showcase the social justice work they facilitate
   How do you want people to feel when they walk in?

3. Women's Opportunity Center
   Focused on empowerment
   As well as focusing on women who lived in countries that were affected by war & conflict
   Give them a room of their own
   Heal & learn to grow
   Built with over 500,000 bricks made & laid by women

Cordwood Masonry
Walls made out of stone logs placed in wall with one end exposed. Acts as extra insulation, which is an advantage in the Michigan climate.
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My definition of a temple is a place where anyone can go to feel calm, peace, and safety, no matter the reason for them being there. A temple should be a place of refuge and protection.

In my eyes, a temple must have radical inclusion, meaning everybody is welcome. No discrimination towards any specific person, race, or gender, each and every person is allowed and should receive the exact same treatment as everyone else. Everyone is included.

For my temple, I chose to represent plants, and more specifically eucalyptus leaves. I have always been fascinated by eucalyptus leaves and the intense beauty of them. I chose to portray eucalyptus leaves in my design because the eucalyptus tree represents the division of the underworld, earth, and heaven. Eucalyptus leaves have a purifying effect and negative energy disappears in the place where you burn eucalyptus leaves. It acts as a cleanser of evil. I really wanted to incorporate this aspect in my temple because at burning man, as my temple is burned, it will cleanse the area and get rid of all negative energy.
encircle
No More, Only Love

Programs
Encircle offers many different programs available for the LGBTQ+ youth and young adults, such as counseling services, support groups, and educational programs. Encircle helps young people navigate the challenges of growing up LGBTQ+ and provides them with the tools they need to succeed. Encircle also offers virtual support groups and counseling services, making it easier for young people to connect with others who understand their experiences.

Available Locations
Encircle has offices in Phoenix, Salt Lake City, and St. George. Phoenix was the first Encircle office opened, followed by the opening of the Encircle office in St. George in 2018.

Ellen DeGeneres
Ellen DeGeneres was born in 1958 in Oklahoma. She graduated from UCLA and then attended the University of New Orleans where she majored in communication studies.

Interests
Ellen has been performing stand-up comedy at small clubs and coffee houses. Her main influences were comedy clubs and theaters, and her main influences were comedians like Milton Berle and Joan Rivers.

In 1981, Ellen won the Los Angeles young funniest person award. She also has done stand-up comedy throughout America.

Find out more information on Ellen DeGeneres at her official website.

Utah’s Teen Suicide Epidemic
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Folium Wall Sconce

PRODUCT NUMBER: ENC122019
LAMP: 1 X LED/12W/120V LED
WATTAGE: 12W
DIMMER: Low Voltage Electronic
DIMENSIONS: 6" W X 12" H X 3" D

DESCRIPTION:
Wall-mounted sconce featuring hand crafted frosted glass. Indoor use only.

ADA compliant